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9    ABSTRACT  

Considerable information has been obtained on the nature of vapor-solid 
equilibria in EuO, EuS and EuSe. Crystal growth experiments and Knudsen effusion with 
mass spectrometric analyses show that EuS and FuSe vaporize to yield essentially equal 
pressures of Eu and chalcogen in the vapor phase. In contrast EuO has been shown to 
be in equilibrium with only Eu vapor. With this information it has been possible to 
significantly improve the growth conditions and the purity and perfection of single 
crystals. One important consequence has been a meaningful correlation of sample 
preparation with physical properties. 

A study of the reaction between H-S and Eu-O, was carried out to determine the 
amount of residual oxygen In EuS as a function of reaction temperature. Samples 
produced at ^SO-IBOO'C in flowing H-S were found to contain less than 75 ppm oxygen. 
The use of this material resulted in the growth of more perfect EuS single crystals 
with a significantly lower oxygen content. 

Magnetic measurements for the system Eu. -Gd S show ferromagnetic properties with 
temperatures up to three times that of Insulitfng EuS. Surprisingly, however, the low 
temperature saturation moment decreases with Gd concentration. This decrease In 
moment is believed to reflect the development of a canted magnetic structure. 

We have shown that the glass forming region in divalent europium chalcogenldes 
can be extended beyond 50 mole % EuO and .that it is possible to Introduce trlvalent 
rare earth metals as potential dopants into these systems. 

It has been demonstrated that the Insulator-metal transition found In EuO is 
caused by an exponentially changing carrier concentration with an activation energy 
which decreases line«rly with increasing magnetization.  
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SUMMARY 

We have emphasized the development of an understanding of the 

chemical equilibria involved in the synthesis and crystal growth of pure and 

doped europium chalcogenides. We have also further explored the relationship 

of defect structures and dopant concentration to the magnetic, optical and 

transport properties of these materials. 

Since nonstoichiometry is a significant factor determining the 

physical properties of the chalcogenides, vapor-solid equilibria in EuO, EuSe 

and EuS were investigated. Knudsen effusion and mass spectrometric analyses 

show that EuSe and EuS dissociate to yield essentially equal pressures of Eu 

and chalcogen in the vapor phase. In contrast EuO has been shown to be in 

equilibrium with only Eu vapor. This information made possible the 

establishment of the conditions for single crystal growth. One important 

consequence of this has been a meaningful correlation of sample preparation 

with physical properties. 

A study of the reaction between H-S and EupO. was carried out to 

oetermlne the amount of residual oxygen in EuS as a function of reaction 

temperature. Samples produced at 1250-13norC in flowing H-S were found to 

contain less than 75 ppm oxygon. The use of this material resulted in the 

growth of more perfect EuS single crystals with a significantly lower oxvoen 

content. 

Magnetic measurements for the system Eu, Gd S show ferromagnetic 

properties with Curie temperatures up to three times that of insulating EuS. 

Surprisingly, however, the low temperature saturation moment decreases with Gd 

concentration. This decrease in moment is believed to reflect the development 

of a canted magnetic structure. 
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Transport properties in both metallic and semiconducting europium 

chalcogenides have been investigated. In the former the effort was directed 

toward understanding the exchange interactions between conduction electrons 

and the localized spin of the rare earths. In the latter, the purpose was to 

understand the conduction process and its dependence on magnetization and 

impurity concentration. One technique which has been particularly successful 

is photoconductivity. The results of static and transient photoconductivity 

measurements in EuSe show that just as in lightly doped EuSe:Gd there is 

thermally activated conduction in the paramagnetic region which increases with 

increasing magnetic field. The thermally activated conduction may be due to 

either hopping or thermal excitation to the conduction band. The activation 

energy is magnetic in origin. 

We have also shown that the insulator-metal transition in EuO:Eu may 

be understood in terms of thermally activated carriers and an activation energy 

linearly dependent on magnetization both with and without an external 

magnetic field. The data are not consistent with an interpretation based on 

short range order. 
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1.0     INTROOUCTION 

The magnetic, optical, and electrical properties of the sent conducting 

ferromagnetic europium monochalcog^nldes have been shown to be critically 

dependent on electron concentration. The stokM»»trlc comoounds are 

Insulators with resistivities of the order of 10 to 10  -cm.    The electron 

concentration can be varied by doping with trlvalent rare earths, hallde ions. 

or by developing vacancies on the anlon or cation sites. At concentrations of 
19 about IT, or 10  carriers per cc, the chalcogenldes are essentially metallic 

if compensation does not occur. Since single crystals of the monochalcooenlde 

compounds are grown at very high temperatures (2OO0-2S0OeC) tn sealed tungsten 

crucibles, the stoichiometry of the compound will be strongly dependent nn the 

partial pressures and the composition of the vapor species, on the thermal 

history of the crystal as the temperature is reduced to ambient, and on the 

inclusion of impurities not segregated during the crystallization process. The 

concentration of impurities and dopants can be chemically measured to a level 

of several atomic parts per million using electron probe and mass soectrometric 

techniques. What cannot be measured readily from a chemical viewpoint is tN> 

deoree of compensation or the vacancy concentration on either lattice site. 

Investigation of these materials therefore depends critically on correlation of 

the conditions used for the growth of single crystals with physical measurecents. 

in order to develop insight Into the nature of the defect structures. 

With this in mind we established the following objectives: 

1. To determine the nature of solid-vapor eoulllbrla In europlur 

chalcogenide systems. 

2. To synthesize single crystals with lower Impurity content. 



3. To systein«tic4l)y Study the effect of trivalent rare earth 

dopants on Curie t«tperatun». 

4. To establish methods for characterljing single crystals *ith 

respect to stoichiometry. 

5. To clarify the electron transport mechanisms in these magnptic 

semiconductor systems. 

6. To determine the nature of and extent of the qlass forminq 

reqions in divalent europium systems. 

2.0 SYHTMtSIS AWO CRYSTAL GROWTH OF RAM EARTH CHALCOGENIDCS 

2.1 Preparation and Characterisation of Europium Oxide frystaIs 

I 2 
Previous studies * have describee* the qroMth of europous oxide (fuO) 

single crystals from melts containing excess europium. In this technlour > 

miiture of previously synthesized FuO and Eu-metal, or Fu.O^ and Fu-metal. is 

sealed In tunqsten or molybdenun crucibles, heated to ?000-?200rC, and cooled. 

The growth from metal-rich solutions Is necessary because at hiqh temperatures tuO 

preferentially loses europium into the vapor phase and converts to Tu^. 

The partial pressure of Fu over these met«!-ruh solutions at the meltirq nnint 

of FuO. i.e.,  2000PC, is thus sufficient to prevent the fu loss from the hiO. 

and sinqle phase crystal can easily he grown. Although crystals have been .im*" 

from various metal concentrations, little Is known about the details of tho 

liquid-sol1d*vapor phase relationships between FuO and Fu-metal and what the 

relationships are between these material parameters and the physical properties. 

He report the results of our recent work on this System. 
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2.1.1   Experimental 

The experimental procedure Involved the reaction of Tu-metal with 

Eu-CL or EuO at various temperatures followed by either rapid quenching or slow 
4 

cooling to room temperature and examination of the resultinq charge.  MptalIn- 

graphic examination, used to determine the phases present, also proved useful 

in identifying primary vs. secondary phases. In many cases chemical analyses 

for total europium content were made and on some samples, particularly those 

in single crystal form, conductivity measurements as a function of temperature 

and Infrared optical absorption measurements were made. 

A tungsten mesh furnace manufactured by Center was used almost 

exclusively as the heating source (Figure 1). The tungsten mesh heating 

element (2* dia. by 4" length) was surrounded by numerous radiation shields and 

this whole arrangement was enclosed In a gas-tight, water-cooled Jacket. The 

furnace can be operated either in a vacuum or an inert atmosphere, but most of 

our experiments were done In a flowing atmosphere of high purity argon. 

Conmercially available high-purity argon was further purified and oxygen 

contents of less than 0.01 ppm. as determined by an In-line analyzer, were 

normally attained. Such low oxygen content atmospheres are essential to 

prevent the oxidation of the eating element and radiation shields and prolong 

their lifetime. In our cast we have been operating with the same element and 

shields for about one year. The temperature was sensed both optically and hy 

a U/U-26fRe thermocouple. The optical sensor and control system consisted of » 

Barnes photoelectric pyrometer, the output of which was fed into a Leeds ft 

Northrop CAT temperature controller with feedback to a 50 amp silicon 

controlled rectifier. The output of the thermocouple, the Junction of which 



MS located on the crucible containing the charge, was monitored on a sepdraf 

recorder and In many cases was used for thermal analyses In detecting the heat 

content differences Involved In phase changes. The temperature could be 

controlled to within ♦ O.S'C In the ?000' range with this system. 

2.1.2   Results and Discussion 

The preliminary results In terms of a phase diagram for the puroplur- 

oxygen system are shown In Figure 2.    This Is a conventional temperature- 

composition plot which also shows the conposltlons of the condensed phases fn 

equilibrium with the vapor pressure of pure europium at the temperature 

Indicated (heavy dashed line). This line was determined by heatlnq ',/ 

crystals In Eu-vapor which was In equilibrium with Tu-Hauicl. F»per^entail/ 

this was done by containing the £u0 crystals In an open crucible which was 

supported Inside a sealed crucible so that the excess Fu-metal in rhe ••■:,•- 

phase would not be In contact with the crystals. After heating at the proper 

temperature for about 20 hours the charge was auenrhed and »»»alined ^*>ta1- 

lographlcally and then analysed chemically, tt was unneccessarv to r^ovp the 

charge from the tungsten crucible since the crucible is hiqMy irsoluMe in 

dilute HC1, while the EuO-£u melt is hlqhly soluMe. Fror ri0urp ? it is 

evident that Eu-vapor Is In equilibrium with a liquid o«ide, the rcrpo^ition rf 

which Is given on the heavy dashed line, at temperatures ahove 1350'f. At 

about 1350° there are three phases. Eu-vapor, liquid o»ide of composition r , 

and solid EuO of composition X., In equilibrium. Since this defines an 

Invariant point at this pressure, any further lowerinq of tN» trrer^tur*» 

results In the liquid crystallising to solid FuO which remains in eouiHhr<ur 
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with Eu-vapor as the temperature Is lowered. The significance of this curve is 

that It shows that single crystals of EuO can be grown from the liquid phase at 

much lower temperatures than was thought possible. In fact, we have grown 

moderate sized crystals at temperatures as low as 1450cr and crystal "896 which 

showed a sharp metal-insulator transition and on which resistivity and infrared 

abosrptlon measurements were made, was grown by cooling from 1650° to 13750C. 

Another Important aspect of the diagram shown in Figure 2  is that at 

high temperatures stoichlometrlc EuO does not exist. This is shown by the 

curvature at high temperatures of the phase boundary between EuO and the liquid 

plus crystal region. The fact that It curves toward the oxyqen-rich side i.e., 

to the oxygen side of a hypothetical vertical line where Eu/0=1.000, means that 

these compositions contain europium vacancies and trivalent europium. Althouqh 

the EuO phase Is shown to exist over a compositional range in the diagrar, the 

exact extent of this range has not been accurately determined and is thus shown 

by a dashed line. Our present Information indicates it to be no more than a 

few percent. The Important feature, however, is that it presumably narrows at 

lower temperatures so that some EuO compositions grown at high temperatures 

with excess oxygen cannot be slowly cooled without the formation of a 

precipitate of an oxygen-rich phase, i.e., Eu.Oj. On the other hand, samples 

grown under the same conditions, but quenched rapidly to room temperature, are 

single phase EuO containing nome trivalent europium compensated by Eu-vacancies. 

The btst evidence for this Is from Infrared absorption measurements by 

J. Torrance which show an absorption line associated with Eu  , as opposed to 

a high background absorption when an Eu^-like precipitate is present as a 

separate phase. The precipitates were also easily monitored by conventional 

metallographlc techniques and the composition confirmed by electron microprobe 



analyses. Transport measurements on samples prepared according to the phase 

diagram to have excess oxygen, showed high resistivities and no metal-insulator 

transitions. 

At lower temperatures the phase boundary between EuO and the liquid 

plus crystal region falls on, and probably crosses, the stoichiometric EuO 

composition (see insert in Figure 2), Samples prepared in this region, 

particularly those on the Eu side of EuO, presumably have oxygen vacancies 

which are responsible for their metal insulator transitions and multiple 

absorption bands in the fa- infrared. The width of the EuO field at these 

temperatures is very narrow, i.e., probably less than 0.5?', and cannot be 

easily determined by conventional analytical techniques. A complicating 

factor in determining the width of a compositional field this small by chemical 

methods is the high background impurity level of most europium compounds, which 

may be many thousand PPMA. From the transport and the infrared measurenents 

and metallographic examinations, however, it can be concluded that the 

shape of the EuO field as a function of temperature must be very similar to 

that shown in Figure 2. The important feature is that the boundary crosses 

the stoichiometric EuO composition, and we believe that compositions on the Eu 

side have oxygen vacancies while those on the oxygen side have Eu-vacancies. 

Further, It appears that in the temperature range of 1700-1800oC, the boundary 

curve falls on top of the vertical stoichiometric EuO line and any crystals 

grown with excess metal in this temperature range would have an europium-to- 

oxygen ratio very close to one. 

The validity of this diagram has been checked by growing crystals 

from compositions containing different Eu-concentrations and by cooling and 

quenching from different temperatures  From these experiments reproducible 



results consistent with the diagram have been obtained. The congruent melting 
2 

point of EuO is 1980 + inoC, lower than had been previously reported, and the 

minimum temperature at which liquid oxide can be in equilibrium with 

crystalline EuO under the vapor pressure of Eu-metal is 1350oC. The pressure 

at this temperature is % 400 mm Hg. 

The shape of the liquidus curve for the high Eu-metal concentrations 

and the eutectic composition between Eu and EuO is still uncertain (dashed 

lines). There is some evidence from quenching experiments that two immiscible 

liquids, liquid metal and liquid oxide, are formed between 3 and 15 mole0' 

oxygen. Within experimental error (+ 30C), thermal analyses showed that 

the freezing point of Eu-metal was not lowered by the addition of EuO, which 

means that the eutectic temperature is roughly 860oC, the melting point of 

the metal. 

2.2     EuS Preparation and Characterization 

Previous studies have contributed much to elucidate the relationship 

between the magnetization and the conductivity of the divalent europium 

chalcogenides. But, despite the fact that the conductivity is strongly 

dependent on the composition and purity of the samples, little has been done 

to understand the details of this dependence. It is rather well established 

that the stoichiometry of these compounds, as well as the number and type of 

impurities present, are the two materials parameters which are primarily 

responsible for conductivity variations between samples. The question of 

stoichiometry, i.e., the Eu/S ratio, and its effect is a complex one and can 

only be completely understood if the background impurity level is lowered to a 



10 

TABLE I 

Solid State Mass Spectrometric Analyses of Eu Metal and Eu?CL 

Eu Metal Eu Metal Eu203 
Eu2n3 

E1emen t A 99.9 B 99.95 A 99.995 B 99.999 

Ta 3 
Lu 10 
Yb 20 
Tm 30 
Ho, Dy, Tb, Gd 30 120 
Sm 10 
Nd •10 
CP ■10 
La -10 
Ba 10 
Cs 10-100 
Ir <10 10 
Y 20 
Sr <10 50 
C 100 300 1600 200 
Zn 300 300 
0 1400 1000 
Mn 300 100 
Fe 30 30 10 10 
Cr 00 
Ti 00 
Sc •10 
Ca 200 100 60 60 
K 10 20 50 200 
Cl 2000 300 -10 -10 
5 500 
Si 500 100 <10 100 
Al 10 10 <30 <30 
Mg 3000 300 100 <30 
Na 10 50 18 -100 
Se 
Ga 20 
Cu 20 -2 
N 50 60 

Impurity concentration in ppm atomic 



n 

degree where its contribution to the conductivity is not significant. This 

study is concerned with lowering the total impurity content so that the pffpct'. 

of stoichiometric variations can be studied. 

The origin of impurities in europium compounds is mainly from the 

eurcplum or the europium salt used as the source material. The listed purity 

of the purest commercially available europium salts ranges from 99.95 for 

Eu-metal to 99.999 for Eu?0-. However, these results are usually derived fror 

emission spectrographic analyses and the lighter elements such as H_. C, N. PU. 

are not reported. Table I '.hows the results of our analyses of two 3-9's 

Eu-metal samples and two typical 5-9^ Eu-Oj samples by the Solid State Mass 

Spectrometer. It Is seen that if the lighter elements are included, the total 

Impurity concentration Is generally higher than that claimed by the 

manufacturers. Further, although the overall impurity level is high, 

particularly when compared to the more conventional semiconductors, it is 

significantly lower 1r, the sesquioxide than in the metal. For this reason, and 

because of the extreme difficulty in removing impurities from the metal, it was 

felt that the overall impurity level in EuS would be lower if Eu^O- rather than 

Eu-metal were used as the europium source material. The problem then was. how 

effectively can the oxygen be removed from Eu-0, 1n the formation of EuS? 

Domage, et al., first showed that europium sulfide is readily f 

by heating the sesquioxide, Eu.O., in H-S gas at 900CC, the reaction being 

2 Eu203 ♦ 6H2S 4EuS ♦ 6H20 ♦ S2. (1) 

Although their EuS was shown by chemical analyses to contain the theoretical 

amount of Eu (and S), no analyses were made to determine trace quantities of 
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impurities such as oxygen.    He have now studied the H.S-fupO. reaction as a 

function of temperature (W0*-18n0*C) and determined the phase relationships 

as well as the ox/ien content. 

2.2.] f«!>p.r.,ü*.nt.*J 

The H-S-EujO, reactions were carried out by passinq H«S gas through 

a horizontal silica alass tube in which a boat containing the Cu.O. sample was 

placed, for reactions up to 1?S0'C a platinum container was used and this was 

heated with a kantnal resistance furnace. Above 1?S0°C a vitreous carbon boat 

lined with partially sintered EuS was used. This prevented sample contact with 

the container and mininlzed any reaction with the carbon. At these f-.'gh 

temperatures RF heating was used, with a carbon susceptor inside the oas-tiqht 

silica tube. Temperatures as high as ?00n"C were attainable by this arrangement 

In both heatinq arrangements the samples could be cooled to room temperature 

in a matter of minutes, either in H,S or an inert gas  The H-S gas contained 

less than 50 ppm impurities, the major one being H?0. The reaction times 

varied from several days at low temperatures to several hours in the IROO'C 

range. After reaction the samples were quenched and the phases identified by 

conventional x-ray diffrettion techniques. In certain cases magnetic 

susceptibility measurements were used to further characterize the phases. The 

oxygen was determined by neutron activation analyses at the Sterling Forest 

Laboratory of Union Carbide. The total Impurity content was obtained by an 

AEI MS-7 spark source mass spectrograph. 

In many cases, the powders prepared in the above manner were 

converted 4nto single crystals by sealing In tungsten crucibles and cooling 
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1 6 
fro« 2490*C. Tht optical absorptton »«e«iur«wnts on the singl* crystals 

«•r» done at r^om trntmrmturt on a Carry moifel  1* spec trotter. 

2.2.?        Results and Discussion 

The hydrogen sutflde dlssoHatton rMctlon 

2H2S(9) 2H2(q)    *    S2(0) (?) 

has been studied In cor.slderable detail and the degree of dissociation, ..as 4 

function of temperature Is «tell known.  Knowing ,, the partial pressares of 

H-S. H-, and S. can easily be obtained and the eoulllbrium constant rp  for 

reaction (2) Is given by: 

r  . —LJ: -• (3) 

«here P  Is the total equilibrium pressure. Since larqe excesses of HpS,.» have 

been used In the reaction. It can be asswned that the EuJU and FuS will only 

slightly effect Its dissociation. Thus, the partial pressures of H.S and S~ 

fron the H.S dissociation (reaction (2)) can be substituted Into the expression 

for the eouilibrlum constant for rr«ct1on (1). Thus 

»6  p 

H?S 

and K«       can be calculated assuming Pu n » 1 -(Pu « * P* )■    from this the 
TEuS M20 M25       52 
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EuJ>3 - fu-S," - EuS system. Open circle shows the 

composition at the temperature Indicated. 
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following vAlues for K.      were obUlned: 
FCuS 

TABU II 

CoulHbriuP fonstant. If.. 

«t Various Tewoerature* for rnu«tl<e>n (1) 

T (•€) *P 

750 1.04 x 10'9 

800 1.0? « in'8 

«50 b.3 « 10'8 

900 4.9 » 10*7 

1050 6.66 « 10'5 

1150 1.64 * 10'3 

1200 1.05 » 10"2 

From the slope of the straight line In the 1/T vs. log  K.  plot. 
FEuS 

a value of .'M ■ 58,000 Cal for reaction (I) Is obtained. 

The eoulllbrlum phases formed at the various temperatures are sbown 

In Figure 3 In term» of  the ternary system Eu-O,- Eu-S,'-fuS. The romposUiop. 

at the temperatures Indicated. Is shown by the open circle. It Is seen that 

below about 400*. the sesqulonlde Eu.O. Is the principle phase. Since the 

reaction rates at these low temperatures are extremely slow. It is unlikely 

that true chemical equilibrium has been reached In these experiments. However. 

the fact that Eu^3 $t^1 remains after 'reacting" for several hundred hours. 

Is sufficient Justification for the diagram to be constructed as it is. 
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Figure 4: Oitynen content In europium sulfides after the H?S - Eu?03 
reaction. 
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Bttween 400* ind SSO*C the Cu.0. If converted to the omulfide EupO.S, a 

hexaqorwl compound with a ■ 3.86 A and c ■ 6.702 A. In which the europium is 

stilt trlvalent, Cu^Sj can be detected at 575'C and it is in equilibrium with 

Cu?0.S between 575* and about 650
eC. There Is no evidence for the »»xistence of 

Eu.O.S above 650eC, at which temperature Tu^S^ is the najor phase containino 

traces of EuS. Even at 700eC, where Eu-O-S is no longer rrpsent as a rtistinrt 

phase and where Eu^S^ and EuS are In eoullibrium, there is still a considerable 

amount of oxyoen present. This Is shown by the composition (oper circle) at 

this temperature being off the "Eu-S^'-EuS Join and hv the results of the oxvopr 

analyses shewn In Figure 4. As the temperature is increased, the En^ phase 

Is converted to EuS and the total oxygen content becomes snaller. EuS is the 

only detectable phase above 900oC, and Its oxygen content reaches a ninimum dt 

about 130ftoC. There Is evidence from previous microstructure studies anrt 

9 
Mossbauer measurements that EuS can contain up to several percent trivaleot 

europium In solid solution. It would be expected that this solubility w^uld 

perhaps be a maximum at about 800e-900oC where the Eu30. phase is in 

equilibrium with EuS. Precision lattice constant measurements did show a 

slight difference between the 800° samples and those prepared at hlqher 

temperatures - see Table HI. It Is probable that this difference Is due to 

trlvalent europium In the EuO lattice at the low temperatures. 
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TABLE III. 

Lattice Constant of EuS 
o 

Preparation Temperatures      Lattice Constant (A) 

800eC 5.965 t 001 

lawc 5.967 ♦ .0/1 

1600oC 5.966 ♦ .001 

1800oC 5.967 ♦ .001 

2000oC 5.968 ♦ .001 

It Is seen from Figure 3 that an oxygen content as low as 50-75 ppm 

is achieved for samples reacted at 12J0O-1300OC. This represents the total 

oxygen found in a powdered sample, and represents an upper limit for oxygen In 

the lattice since no special precautions were taken to prevent surface 

absorption from the atmosphere. It is not completely clear why an increase in 

oxygen content occurs In those samples heated above 1300eC, but the most 

plausible explanation is that at these higher temperatures there Is an 

Increasing tendency for the EuS to sinter to a high density on the surface 

where it is formed by the reaction with HgS. This high density coating then 

prevents the inner core of Eu-O, from reacting with the gas phase. In fact, 

when pressed pellets of Eu^O^ were reacted at 1850eC for 16 hours, a sharp 

boundary between the dense black EuS coating and the white oxide core could 

easily be observed by normal metallographlc techniques. By measuring the 

thickness of this EuS coating as a function of time, a reaction rate of roughly 

0.08-0.1 mm/hr. at 1850oC was obtained. At lower temperatures, i.e., 

1000-1300oC range where there is less grain growth of the EuS and It is much 
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more porous. tl>« boundary became diffuse and the reaction rate Increased. 

Thus. It Is 11k»ly that at high temperatures some unreacted Eu^CL is present 

which Is the source of the increased oxygen content. 

Considerable differences In melting temperatures and crystal growth 

were observed in a series of samples grown from powders containing different 

oxygen concentrations. Those with the lowest concentration had higher melting 

points and grew larger and more perfect crystals than those which analyses 

showed to contain several thousand ppm oxygen. The optical absorption 

coefficients of the low-oxygen crystals were in general also lower, but since 

the sulfur:europium ratio is a critical parameter in determining the 

absorption, this may not be too significant. 

2.3    Metallic Rare Earth Monosulfides and the Eu, Gd S System  1-x x J 

The synthesis of trivalent metallic rare earth monosulfides has been 

previously described ' '  but there is little information on the growth of 

single crystals of these compounds. The monosulfides all melt above 2000CC and 

crystallize with the NaCl-type structure. During studies of solid solutions 

of the insulating divalent europium Sulfides and trivalent metallic 

monosulfides, it became apparent that it was necessary to characterize the 

latter materials with respect to their transport and magnetic properties. GdS 

had been selected as a dopant for EuS because, like Eu , it has a half filled 

4f shell and avoids the complication of an orbital contribution to the magnetic 

moment. It also provides a means of studying a solid solution system such as 

Eu, Gd S in which the number of spins is constant for all values of x. 

Three compounds GdS. LaS and YS were selected for a study of 

transport properties. As with GdS, LaS and YS crystallize in the NaCl-type 
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structure and the compounds are Isoelectrom'c and therefore should have the 

same conduction electron concentration. La  and Y  have no 4f elecirons 

and thus no magnetic moment and their radii bracket that of Gd  so that their 

sulfides provide the requisite compounds for a comparative study of transport 

properties. 

2.3.1   Synthesis and Crystal Growth of GdS. LaS and YS 

The simplest and most direct synthesis of metallic rare earth 

sulfides involves the vapor transport of sulfur from one quartz chamber to a 

11 12 
second chamber containing the rare earth metal. •   In the reported 

procedures, reactants have been heated to ^ 100noC in quartz in order to obtain 

homogeneous samples. We have found that the quartz is attacked in the 

temperature range 700-1000oC and have limited the temperature to 600oC in this 

first stage of the synthesis. This material is then transferred to a tungsten 

crucible for homogenization at 1800oC. With this procedure it is not necessary 

to reduce the rare earth metal to fine filings for the first stage of reaction 

and bulk metal is used to reduce handling and contamination. 

Crystals were grown In an Induction heated RF furnace (Figure 5) 

using a 10" torr vacuum to protect the crucible from surface reaction. A 

split tantalum shield surrounding the crucible reduces gradients and the 

crucible, suspended from a fine Ta wire, is positioned to adjust the temperature 

profile along its length. Temperature measurement and control was achieved 

with an LAN automatic optical pyrometer, surface temperature having been 

calibrated with a black body measurement obtained with the same geometry. 

Pressed pellets of the homogenized powders were sealed by electron beam welding 

In 3/8" x 2" tungsten crucibles and heated to 2400oC, then slowly cooled to 

room temperature. 
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2.3.2   Results 

The resulting ingots of GdS, LaS and YS were gold-colored metallic 

cylinders which showed no evidence of reaction with the tungsten crucibles. 

The samples cleaved parallel to (100) planes as cleanly as the insulating 

chalcogenides. Lattice constants shown in Table IV were obtained with a 

Guinier x-ray focussing camera using Si as an internal standard. The lattice 

13 
constants are the same as those reported by landelli. 

TABLE IV. 

Lattice Constants of Metallic Rare Earth Monosulfides 

a0 (A) 

Gdt 5.566 + .001 

LaS 5.854 + .001 

YS 5.496 + .001 

2.3.3   The Eu^Gd^ Solid Solution System 

It became apparent from initial attempts to prepare compositions in 

the solid solution system Eu, Gd S that a single sub-solidus firing would 

not produce homogenous samples. Repeated firing with grinding would be costly 

in crucible materials and expose the materials to contamination. We therefore 

decided to melt the samples, accept chemical gradients and determine whether 

sufficiently large homogeneous regions could be found for analysis. Using the 

same procedure described for the metal samples, appropriate mixtures of EuS and 
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Figure 6: Lattice parameter for face centered cubic EuS-GfIS solid 
solution system. 
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GdS were heated to melting and slowly cooled. The resulting Ingot was 

sectioned and the microprobe was used to map out regions of homogeneity. It 

was found possible to select sufficiently large homogeneous regions for x-ray 

and magnetic measurements. Using this technique a single Ingot provided a 

range of concentrations for analysis. 

X-ray analysis shows that the NaCl-type structure Is maintained over 

the entire composition range x » 0 to 1 In Eu, Gd S. The linear dependence of 

lattice parameter vs. composition is shown In Figure 6. 

2.4    Vaporization Studies of EuS and EuSe 

It Is evident from the results of optical, magnetic and transport 

measurements that the divalent Eu chalcogenides all exist over a range of 

concentrations. The dependence of Eu concentration on pressure has been 

discussed for EuO In section 2.1. Since It Is possible to adjust the Eu 

concentration and therefore the vacancy concentration In EuS and EuSe by 

quenching from different temperatures during crystal growth, or by annealing 

and quenching techniques, a study of the vapor-sol id equilibria In these systems 

was undertaken. The data were obtained with a computer controlled mass 

14 
spectrometer designed for high temperature Knudsen effusion measurements. 

The solids EuS(s) and EuSe(s), utilike the oxide, are in equilibrium with 

gaseous EuS(g), Eu(g), S(g) and S^g) and EuSe(g), Eu(g), Se(g), and Se2(g), 

respectively. Table V lists the heats of vaporization associated with the 

reactions shown in equations 5 and 7 and the heats of dissociation associated 

with reactions 6 and 8. 
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TABLE V. 

Heats of Vaporization and Dissociation for EuS and EuSe 

Etactlon t.H kcal/wole Tewperature Range 

5) EuS(s)  * EuS(9) 123     1730-?052eK 

6) EuS(9)  ; Eu(g) ♦ S{g)       94     1730~20S2*K 

7) EuSe(s) ; EuSe(g) 122     15S0-1927»K 

8) EuSc(g) : Eu(g) ♦ Se(g)       74     155O-19270K 

2.5    Divalent Europium Glasses 

The high Faraday rotations associated with the divalent europium Ion 

car be used In m&gnetooptlcal devices. Consequently, the ability to substitute 

varying amounts of the Eu  Ion Into a stable, readily formable matrix such as 

a glass, has considerable merit. We had previously Investigated a number of 

glass forming systems which would Incorporate the Eu  Ion and reported on the 

EuO-ILOj-AlgOj system where a large glass-forming region, up to 43 mole 

EuO, was shown to exist. He are currently studying this system In more detail 

to see If It Is possible to extend the region to Include more Eu  wnere there 

would be a posslbirty of magnetic order. 

By using Improved quenching techniques wo were able to Increase the 

total Eu concentration In the stable glass phase from 43 to 58e, However, at 

the higher Eu concentrations roughly 107 of the Eu went Into the glass as 

trlvalent. These glasses, therefore, must now be defined In terms of the 

quaternary system EuO-f^O-j-BpCK-AlpO,, where RE Is a trlvalent rare earth. 
>3 The glasses are not restricted to Eu  because it Is possible to eliminate 
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most of the Eu  by the substitution of other trivalent rare earths. The 

43 
addition of 5 Gd~03 to the glass melt lowered the Eu     concentration by 

♦2 St. with the Eu  concentration remaining constant. 

♦2 
Susceptibility measurements on the highest Eu  content glasses 

showed no evidence of magnetic order at helium temperature. Several experiments 

were carried out where the glass was annealed In Eu vapor at high temperatures 

In an attempt to produce sore conductivity and perhaps enhance the Eu-Eu 

exchange Interactions. These experiments have not been successful because the 

glasses devltrlfled Into several crystalline phases. The annealing experiments 

will be continued at lower temperatures and some glass melts will be made In 

closed crucibles containing a positive Eu-pressure. 

3.0 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

3.1 Magnetic Ordering of Eu^Gd^ 

In a continuing Investigation *  of europium-gadolinium 

chalcogerldes we have recently studied In detail the magnetic properties 

of the Eu, Gd S sollo "olutlon system. This system has several unique 

properties which mkt  It Important from both a theoretical and practical 

viewpoint. The compounds have the face centered cubic structure and form a 

continuous series of solid solutions from x * 0 to I. Potn europium and 

gadolinium In this structure have a spin-only moment (S * x) which Is well 

localized In the Ion 4f shell. The above characteristic simplifies theoretical 

work. 
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EuS 

Flqurp 7:    EuS crystal structure showing the nearest nciohhor exchanqe 
(J.) and the next nearest neighbor exchange (Jp)- 
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One of the Important features In Eu. Gd S is the valance differece 

of the two rare earth ions: europium is divalent (Eu ) and gadolinium is 

3* 2- 
trivalent (Gd ). Since the anion is divalent sulfur (S ), tuS is an ionic 

insulate*. GdS, however, is metallic because each Gd atom contributes an extra 

electron. A striking effect caused by this change in electron concentration 

is the large change in the magnetic transition temperature. The Curie 

temperature (Tr) of ferromagnetic EuS can be raised by a factor of three with a 

few percent addition of gadolinium. This allows the magnetic exchange 

interactions via conduction electrons to be studied in a detailed manner. 

3.1.1   Magnetic Properties: 

18 
The starting material, EuS. is ferromagnetic  with a T of 16.50K 

and a magnetic moment of 212 emu/gm. This moment corresponds to 7 unpaired 

spins in the europium 4f shell with all Eu ion moments aligned parallel. As 

shown in Figure 7. the magnetic ions are at crystallographically equivalent 

lattice sites, in this case in the center of a sulfur octahedron. Two excham,'p 

interactions have been established in EuS; the strongest is a nearest neighbor 

exchange (J., Figure 7) which is positive and a next nearest neighbor 

interaction (J») which is negative. In the europium chalcogenides J, appears 

to be a strong function of interatomic spacing while J. is due to super- 

exchange and is less sensitive to lattice parameter. In EuS. J1 is about 6 

times more effective than J». 

The other end member of the solid solution series. GdS. is known to 

19 
be antiferromagnetic  with a trariruion temperature of 60oK. In constrast to 

EuS, GdS has a strong negative J,. J», however, remains negative. Thus solid 
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Solutions of EuS and GdS bring together the complex combination of an 

electrically insulating ferromagnet with a metallic antiferromagnet. 

The magnetic properties of Eu, M  S are given in Figures 8 through 

Figure 14. A typical set of magnetic measurements is shown in Figure 8. For 

this example we choose Eu JZo  «S having T = 44.7K. The paramagnetic region is 

plotted as 1/x vs. T. This straight line plot means that a Curie-Weiss law is 

followed: 

T-9 v ' 

where x is the magnetic susceptibility, C is the Curie constant, T the 

temperature, and e = 45CK marks the intercept of - on the temperature axis. 

18 Simple theories     give e as the sum of the exchange interactions found in the 

material:    for a ferromagnet, R is approximately egual or slightly larger 

than T . 

Below T we are in the region of spontaneous moment, i.e. the 

ferromagnetic state. From the shape of the magnetization curves in the region 

of T (Figure 9) an accurate value for T can be determined. This is done by 
20 using the relation 

a(T-Tc) a + bTo3 = H (10) 

where a and b are constants and o is the measured moment at temperature T in 

field H. The above expression can be obtained from the thermodynamic free 

energy or the expansion of the Brillouin function. Plotting a series of curves 
2 

o vs. H/o as indicated in Figure 10 allows the value of T to be obtained from 

the isotherm intercepting the origin (T = 44.7K). 
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The values for •• and T obtained from magnetic moment and 

susceptibility measurements, as just discussed, are plotted in Figure 11. First 

note the sharp increase in T and e that occurs when only a few percent Gd are 

added. This can be interpreted as a strong increase in J, caused by an 

indirect exchanqe through the conduction electrons that are now present. For 

compositions from x = 0.03 to O.ü, both T and o remain about the same, 

indicating that the average exchange interaction is constant in this range. At 

values of gadolinium concentration from x = ,2 to .6, e drops significantly 

below the Curie temperature and for x > .5,0 becomes negative. This 

composition region reveals clearly the complexity of the magnetic properties, 

for compositions above x = .8 a normal antiferromagnetic behavior is observed. 

With the observed complex behavior of this system, a problem arises as 

to the proper value to choose for the zero field magnetic moment (o ). The 

values shown in Figure 12 are obtained from the magnetization curves plotted in 

Figure 13. We have analyzed the o vs. H curves with an empirical equation of 

the form 

a0(l -J) + x0H; (11) 

a 
* U I  C      t*UM3l.atlU       t    I   l LCU      UU      UIIC      UUbQ. UCV.UU Jt      W I        1*1 It^     77 
0 n 

where a and x_ are constants fitted to the data. Because of the n term, the 

expression cannot be used in the demagnetization region below lOkG, The rr term 

takes account of everything that prevents magnetic Saturation, such as 

anisotropy, imperfections and domain effects. In the high field region, 20 to 

100 kG, the second term xH represents rotation of the ion moments against 

exchange forces as will be described in section 3.1.3. The tabulated data 

shown in Table VI, including a in Figure 12, were obtained by a least squares 

fit of the curves in Figure 13. 
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TABLE VI 

Magnetization Data for Eu, Gd S 3 l-x x 

0 -1 
0 0 

X 
emu-guass emu 

gm 
c.3 

.085 81.9 186.5 .143 x 10'3 

.20 162.3 162,4 .176 

.34 173.4 131.6 .217 

.45 147.4 59.8 .362 

.82 .255 

.86 anti ferromagnetic .216 

1.00 .200 

From the linear decrease of moment (Figure 12) with Gd 

concentration, it is apparent that the gadolinium is not jontrihutinq to the 

total moment. However, in the paramagnetic state, Gd  is contributing in a 

normal manner as can be seen from Figure 14. Here the molar Curie constant, 

2 
C . is plotted vs x. Theory gives C = Ni* ,, /3k where N is /Wogadro's number, 

k the Boltzmann constant and u ,, = gß/J(J+l). Eu  and Gd  each have J - 7/2 

and g = 2 and a theoretical value of C = 7.85 is expected. Thf ract that C is m m 

somewhat below the theoretical value in the middle compositions possibly means 

that trivalent europium is present. It is well known that Eu  has a total 

quantum number J equal to zero because the spin and orbital contributions 

cancel each other. (Eu  has a small field-induced moment, but this is 
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Figure 14:   Molar Curie constants of Fu^Gc^S as a function of composition. 
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negligible compared to the Eu  moment.) Figure 14 indicates that in the 

composition range x = G to 0.6 an average of 3l Eu  is suspected.  In the 

region x > 0.8, however, C tukes on values greater than the theoretical value, 

showing, on an average, that each ion has a moment about 0.1 ,R greater than 

expected. Wt attribute the additional moment to the polarization of the 

conduction electrons. This polarization would be induced by the indirect 

exchange mechanism in which the electrons are involved. 

3.1.2   Mangetic Structure 

In this section we speculate on a magnetic structure which would fit 

the data. Two models are illustrated in Figure 15.  In discussing the models 

we will limit the exchange to nearest neighbor interactions, treating the next 

nearest neighbor exchange as being smaller and less sensitive to both lattice 

parameter changes and conductivity changes in the system. 

Model I is essentially an oversimplification since only two 

interactions are concidtred; the Eu-Eu (Or) and the Gd-Gd (Jr). If we assume 
t u 

Jr is positive and Jr negative, then Model I shows each pair (or cluster) of 

Gd ions must order antiparallel. Under this condition the measured magnetic 

moment would he the resultant ferromagnetic Eu contribution. Model I would fit 

the data (Figure 12) over the range x ■» 0.3 but in the range x = 0.4 to 0.6, the 

extra decrease would require special consideration. Model I is essentially a 

two-phase magnetic structure and the linearity of l/\ vs. T found in the 

paramagnetic region (Figure 8) would not be expected. 

Model II (Figure 15) is more realistic.  It assumes that besides Jj- 

and J- there is also a Eu-Gd (Jrr) interaction which for the moment can be 

21 either positive or negative. Either sign leads to a canted type (or spiral ) 
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Figure 15:    Proposed magnetic structure models for Eu, Gd S. 
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magnetic structure as shown in the drawing. Taking Jp- as positive (and 

Jr +' JQ -. as before) means that when a Gd ion has a Eu ion neighbor 

antiparallel there is a rotation of the two ions to minimize the exchange 

.nergy. Since each ion in turn is coupled to its own neighbors, we end up with 

a structure whose magnetic moment is lowered by the amount of canting. The 

exchange energy between two atoms with total spins S, and S? has the form 

J Si 'S« and depends on the cosine of the anglp between the spins. Thus for a 

spin assembly with several exchange interactions, the average angle between 

spins to minimize the exchange energy will vary as some value of sine or cosine 

with composition. The decrease in moment with Gd  concentration would, 

therefore, not be linear in x but vary in some more complex way. 

If we now examine the values for the linear term > H (see Table VI) 

we see that a maximum occurs around the cross-over point where  goes from 

plus to minus, a condition where the exchange forces balance out. It is under 

these conditions that the applied field is most effective in rotating the 

canted system ion moments against the exchange interactions. Model II 

qualitatively fits the magnetic properties but a more quantitative 

interpretation is necessary for final evaluation. 

3.2     Photoconductivity Mechanisms in the Magnetic Semiconductor EuSe 

Thermally activated photoconduction has been observed in the 

paramagnetic phase of EuSe (TN = 4.6
0K) by both steady state and transient 

measurements. The transient measurements show that it is the photomobility and 

not the relaxation which is activated. The photoconductive decay tends to be 

long, nonexponential, sample dependent, and independent of temperature and 
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magnetic field, below 100oK. The activation energy (several hundredths of an 

eV) Is at least partially magnetic in origin, for it can be decreased 

significantly by a magnetic field. Of particular Interest Is the similarity of 

the results to the dark conductivity of 1'/, Gd doped EuSe In the paramagnetic 

22 
phase.   This connection has been previously noted with respect to the steady 

23 state photoconduction. 

It appears that photoelectrons in undoped EuSe conduct In much the 

sane manner as do impurity electrons in doped EuSe. In doped material, 

activated conduction in the paramagnetic region has been explained in terms of 

24 25 hopping between Impurity sites. '   An electron, bound near an Impurity, 

causes nearest and next nearest neighbor Eu spins to be partially aligned due 

to the strong s-f exchange interaction, lowering the electron exchange energy. 

An electron bound to an impurity by the coulomb interaction thus has an 

additional binding energy, magnetic in origin. The result is a magnetic 

impurity state (MIS). In the model, it is the magnetic binding energy which 

is the activation energy for hopping, but it is the Coulcmo energy which causes 

the localization to begin with. 
.3 

Since our undoped material has impurities in concentration 10 

-4 
10 , it is natural to construct a similar defect model for photoconductivity. 

In this model, electrons are excited from localized f levels in the band gap to 

f-hole d-electron exciton states degenerate with the s-band. *  The exciton 

breaks up and the electron rapidly relaxes to the bottom of the conduction band 

and then to an excited state of a deep defect or to a shallow defect. 

Activated conduction then occurs by hopping in the shallow states or 

by thermal excitation to the band. Conduction ends when the electron relaxes 

to a deep defect state which acts as a recombination center. Spin clusters 
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form around the occupied defect states, that is they are MIS similar to those 

proposed for doped material. The activated conduction will be magnetically 

sersitive just as in the case with doped material. 

In this model the long, temperature and magnetic field independent, 

photodecay results from the dec?v of an electron in a shallow level associated 

with one defect to a deep level associated with another defect. Since there 

will be a distribution in space between defects there will be a distribution in 

decay times. Since the relaxation is between defects, it will be slow. 

For steady state photoconductivity we may write, 

(Idc/V) UM   (E/P)  = ..   :.   ...    -.. (1?) 

where I .    and V are the steady state current and voltage,    f And w are the 

sample length and width.    E is the photon energy and P the power per unit area 

of radiation absorbed by the sample,    f.,  ..  and T. are the quantum efficiency, 

mobility and lifetime for a component,  i, of the photocurrent.    A similar 

expression, 

(IT/V)   U/w)   (E/W)    --    ■■ ?i   Mr (13) 

may be written for the transient case, where a pulse of light short with 

respect to the lifetime \.  is used. I- is the current immediately following 

the pulse and W is the energy per unit area at the sample. 

Transient photoconductivity measurements have been made using a xenon 

-5 -6 flash which has 0.8 of its energy in 10  sec or a dye laser with a 2 x 10 

sec pulse. 
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_5 
The current amplitude at 10  sec is taken as a measure of M., and 

the time, T', to fall to 1/e of that value is its initial decay after the pulse. 

The results are shown in Figure 16 for both white flash and dye laser 

excitation. 

The data of Figure 16 show a number of interesting results. The , , 

product is thermally activated, while the response time, i' is constant below 

80oK. The activation energy is similar to that of the d.c. photocurrent 

measurements and the dark conductivity of Gd doped EuSe in the same temperature 

22 23 
range.  '   Also, the B\>  product increases with an external magnetic field, H, 

while T' does not. The model described earlier is in agreement with these 

results since it predicts a thermally activated mobility and temperature 

independent response time, T
1
 equal to the lifetime, . 

From these results we conclude that the final state of the optical 

absorption (f-d exciton) lies degenerate with, or above, the shallow defect 

states responsible for photoccnduction. A shallow defect state will trap an 

electron which then causes a spin cluster to form around it. The result is an 

additional magnetic binding energy exactly like that proposed for Gd doped 

EuSe. Conduction then occurs either by hopping within the shallow defect 

states or by thermal excitation to the band. Conduction ends when the electron 

relaxes to a deep defect state. 

The conditions for the above model are as follows. In Gd doped EuSe, 

the deep defects (Gd) must be sufficiently numerous (- 10 ) so that their 

wave functions overlap enough for hopping but not so much that i.npurity banding 

takes place. There must be some compensation so that there are empty sites to 

hop to. In undoped EuSe, the deep defects must be sufficiently scarce 

-3   -4 
(10  - 10 ) so that hopping is unimportant. However, shallow defects with 
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-3   -4 
larger wave functions should be present in an amount (10  - 10 ) so that 

impurity banding is not possible and hopping may or may not be possible. In 

the latter case, the lectrons conduct by excitation to the band. Some 

compensation is required so that holes in deep states will be available for 

27 
recombination and their number will be independent of the light intensity. 
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3.3 The Insulator-Metal Transition and Long Range Magnetic Order in EuQ 

In europium-rich EuO, the conductivity may increase by many orders of 

magnitude as the temperature is decreased below the ferromagnetic ordering 

temperature (T   = 69.30K).    This behavior has been reported by Oliver, et 

28 29 30 31 al    *    *     and by Petrich, von Molnar and Penney    .    We have extended the 

measurements to cover a wider range of conductivities both with and without 

an applied magnetic field.    The results are shown in Fig.  17. It is evident 

that this insulator metal transition just below T   is related to the onset 

of magnetic order.    It is our purpose to explore the nature of this relationship. 

The crystal  (89B) used to obtain the data of Fig.  17 was grown in the 

following way.    Eu203 pellets were placed in an open tungsten crucible which 

was in turn placed in a larger sealed tungsten crucible with a 100:. excess of 

Eu metal over that required to make stoichiometric EuO by the reaction 

EUpO- + Eu.    Liquid phase metal was not in contact with the ^2Q2 Pellets or 

the crystals which were subsequently formed.    The reaction was, therefore, 

only through the Eu vapor.    This double crucible arrangement was heated to 

1650oC, held for 16 hours, cooled slowly to 135ü0C and then rapidly to room 

temperature.    EuO crystals and some excess Eu metal were found in this inner 

crucible. 

Another technique was used to grow the crystals  (73) used in Ref.  31 

which showed conductivity behavior similar to Fig.  17.    EUpO., was reacted 

with a large excess of Eu metal  at 1100oC in an open W crucible.    The result 

was EuO and Eu vapor which distilled off.    This EuO was sealed in a closed W 

crucible with Eu metal and heated to 2070oC.    It was cooled slowly ( 16 hrs.) 

to 1200oC and then rapidly to room temperature. 
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A third technique was used to grow crystals 89A which also showed 

behavior like Fig.  17.    EU2O., + 2Eu was sealed in a W crucible and heated 

to 2000oC.    It was cooled to IZOÜ'C in  16 hrs.  and then rapidly to room tem- 

perature.    Since all three methods use excess tu,  it  is  likely that the 

resulting crystals contain oxygen vacancies.    More detail  on this point  is 

included in Section 2.1 of this report. 

For conductivity measurements, LaAg contacts were alloyed into 

the material under an inert He atmosphere and provided good ohmic contacts. 

Wire leads were attached to these contacts with  In solder.    The conductivity 

32 measurements were all made using the four probe van der Pauw technique. 

Two Keithly electrometers were used to monitor the current and voltage.    A 

guarded circuit was used so that current leakage through connectors and 

feedthroughs was not measured.    Current leakage on the surface of the sample 

13 and sample holder limited our measurements to about 10    .. corresponding to 

bulk conductivities of about 10"    (..-cm)"  . 

A cleaved surface of the sample was attached to a copper sample 

holder using a thin layer of Apiezon N grease.    The temperature of the 

sample holder was measured using a Pt resistance thermometer above  15'^ and 

an Allen Bradley 1/8 watt 1100:. resistor below 2Ü0K.    An Air Products and 

Chemicals  liquid transfer refrigerator was used to achieve temperatures 

from 4K to 300K.    A GaAs diode thermometer and P.A.R.  controller were used 

for temperature control. 

The conductivity,    , shown in Fig.  17 may be divided into four 

regions.    Above 130':,K,  log  ', if plotted against 1/T, show;  thermally 

activated conduction with a 0.285 eV activation energy.    Between 70oK and 

1250K the conduction is very small and of undetermined origin.    Below T  , 

there is a thirteen order of magnitude increase in   - which we may well  call 
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an insulator metal transition.    Below 40oK conduction is essentially metallic. 

Hall effect measurements have been made at 50K and room temperature 

but not in the 40 to 70oK region due to the large magnetoconductance.    The 
19      2 results give a carrier concentration, n, of 10   /cm   at low temperature and 

14 10     at room temperature.    It appears, therefore, that the sharp increase in 

conductivity, a = neu, below 70oK is due to a change in n and not mobility, 

M.    The Hall effect and conductivity data for these samples showing the 

insulator metal transition are summarized in Table VII.   The expression 

a(T) = o^expC-E/kT) defines o^ and E in terms of the data, a(T).   Hall 

measurements on sample 73 between 225 and 2950K show that it is n that is 

changing exponentially. 
29 30 Oliver   '     has compared the infrared free carrier absorption, 

2 2 ci^m /m*T, to the conductivity o = ne i/m* and has determined that the large 
2 

change in o below 70oK is due to a change in n and not u = e t/m* assuming 

m* is constant.    Our Hall data supports this conclusion.    In EuO the optical 

absorption edge shifts several tenths of an eV to lower energy.    This red 

shift begins well above T   and follows the short range magnetic order, 
33 34 <S.'S.>    '    .    According to the mode; of Oliver, Kafalas, Dimmock and 

•    J 
28 29 30 Reed "»"»"^ the optical absorption edge corresponds to a transition from 

an atomic f level lying in the band gap to the conduction band and, therefore, 

the red shift indicates that the conduction band decreases in energy, relative 

to tightly bound atomic like levels, following the short range order.    They 

postulate that there are trap states associated with oxygen vacancies,   [Ü] • 

The energy of an electron in such a trap will be independent of magnetic 

order if it is very well localized and has no overlap with neighboring Eu 

spins.    They propose, then, that the activation energy, E, to promote 

electrons from the traps to the conduction band decreases by several tenths 
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of an eV following the red shift and the short range order. The decrease in 

E causes an exponential increase in n and n according to 

n(T)/n(0) = a(T)MO) = exp (-E/kT) (14) 

in the region of the insulator-metal transition. 

We have tested this model and find that the data are consistent 

with Eq.  14 but E decreases with the magnetization, M, that is the long 

range order, <S>, rather than the short range order   S-S . 

The data of Fig.  17, J(T) at H = 0, may be used with Eq.   14 to 

determine experimental values for E(T).    In order to test the relationship 

between E and •;$> we need -SiT)>.    The hyperfine field h(T) is proportional 

31 to <S(T)> and has been measured by Petrich     on EuO-73.    It is given by 

-S(T)>/S(0) = h(T)/h(0) =  1.13 x (l-T/69.3)0,36 (15) 

in the range 40-70oK.    Sample 89B also has a Curie temperature of 69.30K 
2 

determined by zero field extrapolation of M   vs. H/M plots of magnetization 

data taken at 4 to 10 kOe in the neighborhood of T  .    The exponent r  = 0.36 

35 is the same as that given by Menyuk, Dwight and Reed     as determined from 

magnetization measurements on EuO.    We will assume, therefore,  that Eq.  15 

is valid for 89B as well as 73.    The data of Fig.  17 used with Eqs.  14 and 

15 determine the dependence of the activation energy for conduction on 

the long range order   S>.    The results, as shown in Fig.  18 are: 

1) E(T) vs. <S> is a straight line; 

2) the intercept at <S- = 0 is 0.30 eV; 

3) <S>/S(0) = 0.77 where E*0. 
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The first result shows that the activation energy E is linearly dependent 

on long range order <S>. A similar plot of E vs. short range order S-S 

is not a straight line.  The enormous increase in n and c below T 

is, therefore, caused by a decrease in E which is linearly proportional to 

the increase in <S>. The second result indicates that the Fermi level, 

E,, lies about 0.30 eV below the band edge for all temperatures where S = 0, 

that is T >_ T . In fact the o(T) data above 130oK obeys an exponential of 
I» 

the form Eq. 14 with E = 0.285 eV in remarkable agreement with the 0.30 eV 

value extrapolated from the low temperature data.    The third result gives a 

measure of the exchange coupling, J, between band electrons and the europium 

4f spins, S, as we shall see.    The point where E+O corresponds to the knee 

at about 40oK in Fig. 17.    Below this temperature since E = 0 the conduction 

is not thermally activated but rather metallic, as observed.    These results 

may be summarized by the expression 

E = E0 - A<S> = 0.30 - 0.39    S/S(0) eV. (16) 

The magnetoconductance in the neighborhood of T is very large. 

The ratio o(0)/a(H = 20 We) at Tc as shown in Fig. 17 is about 106. It is 

interesting to consider whether Eq. 16 1s applicable in an external field. 

The 20 kOe data of Fig. 17 may be used to determine an activation energy 

using Eq. 14 which in turn may be used to predict <S(T,20 kOe) by Eq. 16. 

The 20 kOe results are plotted as open circles in Fig. 19 along with the zero 

field data obtained the same way. The fit of the zero field data (points) 

to the solid line (<S>/S(0) or M/M(0)) through the points is equivalent to 

the fit in Fig. 18. 

The magnetization of a sphere made from the same crystal run as 
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Figure 19:   Magnetization or long range order (solid lines) vs. T measured 
for a sphere in H = 0 and H = 20kOe as well as long range order 
calculated for a disc perpendicular to 20kOe. Also shown is 
measured isotropic short range order (dashed lines) in H = 0 and 
H = 20kOe. The predicted values of <S> from conductivity data 
are shown for H = 0 (dots) and H = 20kOe (circles). 
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that used for the conductivity measurements has been measured as a function 

of temperature and field.    The data for an applied field, Ha, of 20 kOe 

is shown in Fig. 19 and labelled "sphere H = 20".    The internal field is 

H1 = Ha - 4IIM/3.    From this data we may calculate what the magnetization 

would be for a disc magnetized perpendicular to a 20 kOe field using 

H   = Ha- 4TIM.    The data points for -S(T,20 kOe)  (open circles) as determined 

from o (20 kOe) are in good agreement with the solid line for a disc 

x H = 20 kOe inferred from the magnetization measurements.    The actual  sample 

used is a rectangular solid 0.030 x 0.034 x 0.010 inches with the field 

parallel to the 0.034" edge.    The four van der Pauw contacts were on one 

of the largest faces.    Since the sample is not an ellipsoid it will not have 

uniform magnetization.    Over the sample, M(ri may vary between a maximum which 

is that applicable for a disc I|  (H1 = Ha) and a minimum which is that appli- 

cable for a disc x (H1 = Ha-47iM).    Equations 14 and 16 show that variations 

in M will cause exponential variations in o.    The average o which is measured 

along a constant current path will correspond to an average of   '   = ,  = 

p    exp(E   - A<S>) according to Eqs.  14 and 16.    This highly non-linear average 

can be approximated by using the maximum E = E   - A<S> that is the minimum 

magnetization rather than an average magnetization.    The magnetization pre- 

dicted by the a (T,20 kOe) data is, therefore, close to the mininum possible 

value, that is, a disc perpendicular to Ha as shown on Fig. 19. 

Also shown on Fig.  19 is the short range order, <S-S , for H = 0 and 

20 kOe as measured by Argyle, Miyata and Schultz    •    .    It is apparent that the 

conductivity data follows the long range order rather than the short range 

order. 

The conductivities at H = 0 for 70 <T<1250K and at H = 20 kOe for 

80 <T<1250K do not fit Eqs.  14 and 16 as does the rest of the data.    These very 
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low values correspond to some other weak conduction process or to current 

leakage on the sample surface or sample holder. 

38 Kasuya  has proposed a model somewhat different from that of 
op  pQ   on 

Oliver et al.    *    '       The trap state associated with the  (Ü]  may contain 

two electrons since (O]  differs by two charges from 0".    The trap may be 

thought of as a helium-like defect rather than the common hydrogenic defect 

3+ 2+ - = suitable for Gd     substituted for Eu     or Cl    substituted for 0 .    The lowest 

helium-like state is a non-magnetic singlet   S with configuration 1st, isi. 

The first excited states are magnetically active triplets,    S(ls, 2s).    A 

large magnetic field such as the exchange field, if sufficiently large, will 

3 3 1 split the   S so that the lowest branch   S(ls+, 2st) lies below the   S 

(Ist, Isi) and the electronic configuration will change.    If some of the   S 

states are merged with the bottom of the conduction band, conduction will 

result.    In Ref. 31 it was shown that the electronic configuration (isomer 

shift) began to change at low <S> (0.99 Tc) but that the knee of the a (T) 

curve did not occur until higher <S> (0.7 T ).    These results may be inter- 

preted within Kasuya's model in the following way.    Since there is a distri- 

bution in the defect-defect distance, there will be a distribution in the 
3 

energies of the   S states as shown to the left in Fig. 20.    The two interacting 

defect states are shown schematically in the center of Fig. 20.    For a suffi- 
3 

ciently high density of defects, some of the   S states will be hybridized 

with the band and will be conducting while others will lie below the mobility 

edge and be non-conducting but still be more extensive than the   S states. 

As shown on the right in Fig. 20, the long range order <S> will gradually drive 

3 1 the   S (lst2st) states below the   S producing initially an isoner shift, 

AIS, and finally the insulator-metal transition, Aa,    Quantitatively, if the 

exchange interaction is 
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•2Js-<§>  i (17) 

i 3 
then the energy difference AE between the   S (trap) states and the   S 

conducting states is 

AE = AE0 - 2J<S> (18) 

which is exactly the form we have derived experimentally. The long range 

order <S> enters because the conducting electrons are in a band and are, 

therefore, spread out over a long range. The Fermi level may be pinned at 

1 1    3 
the S levels or it may lie halfway between the S and b states, therefore, 

our measured E = AE or E = 1/2 AE. 

With this model we may return to the third result that <S>/S(0) = 

0.77 at E = 0 and using S(0) » 7/2 and E0 = 0.30 find J = 0.055 eV or 

39 
J = 0.11 eV corresponding to E = AE or 1/2 AE. Von Molnar and Shafer  have 

measured the spin disorder scattering in metallic EuO doped with Gd and 

find J ^ 0.05 eV assuming m* a 1. This agreement for two different types of 

measurement is encouraging. 

In reference 31, both Mossbauer and conductivity measurements were 

reported for samples made from the same crystal run (#73). Therefore, T , 

<S(T)>, and o(T) were all known for similar crystals. An analysis like that 

described above gave a plot similar to Fig. 18 with the following results: 

1) E vs. <S> is a straight line; 

2) the intercept at <S> = 0 is 0.29 eV; 

3) <S>/S(0) = 0.72 where E ^ 0. 

These results are similar to those for sample 89B. The room temperature 
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activation energy for 73 is 0.30 eV in good agreement with the low tempera- 

ture extrapolation of 0.29 eV. The third result gives J = 0.057 or 0.115 

depending on whether E = AE or 1/2 AE as before. 

Although the data presented here and in Ref. 31 does not prove 

that Kasuya's model is correct, it is consistent with that model. What we 

have shown is that the insulator metal transition may be understood in terms 

of thermally activated carriers (Eq. 14) and an activation energy linearly 

dependent on long range magnetic order (Eq. 16) both with and without an 

external magnetic field. The data is not consistent with an interpretation 

based on short range order. 

The low temperature data, when plotted as activation energy vs. 

long range order (Fig. 18), may be used to predict a high temperature 

value for the activation energy of 0.30 eV in good agreement with the 

measured high temperature value of 0.285 eV. The low temperature conduc- 

tivity data may also be used to determine the exchange coupling, J, be- 

tween a conduction electron and the Eu 4f spins. J is .05 or .011 eV, 

depending on the model. These values are in order of magnitude agreement 

with a previous determination made from resistivity measurements in 

degenerate EuG. 
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TABLE VII 

Hall and Conductivity Data 

Sample 

■1 a(2870K) {n cm) 

^(287^) cm2/v-sec 

n(2870K) cm"3 

E(2870K) eV 

898 

5.3 x 10" 

4 x 10 

0.285 

14 

73 

14 

0.30 

89A 

1 x 10"4 6.17 x 10"5 

11 

4.5 x 1014 3.5 x 1014 

0.30 

o    (ii-cm) •1 3.5 21 12 

5(50K) (fi-cm) -1 430 500 770 

i(50K) cm£/v-sec 70 130 170 

n(50K) cm" 4 x 10 19 2 x 1019 3 x 1019 
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3.4     Transport Properties of Metallic Rare Earth Chalcogenides 

It has been found convenient to separate the europium chalcogenides 

into two major categories, depending on dopant concentration. For Eu, D Ch, 

where Ch is the chalcogenide and D is the dopant, if x 0.01 the material in 

general has semiconducting properties, whereas if x .01 meta'-'c behavior is 

generally observed. We have, during the past year, carried out experiments in 

both regions. 

In the semiconducting region, the problems associated with measuring 

and Interpreting transport properties are severe, first because either chal- 

cogen or rare earth defects, or both, as well as trivalent rare earth dopants, 

contribute to conduction and because in many cases only the resistivity is 

measurable. 

Since a knowledge of the specific composition is necessary to relate 

carrier number to transport and magnetic properties, a series of homogeneous 

ceramic samples of Eu, 6d S containing accurately known amounts of trivalent 

rare earths were prepared under varying Eu pressures. Thermoelectric power 

and resistivity were studied near and above room temperature. It was concluded 

that the samples measured fell Into two general classes. The majority were 

p-type with activation energies varying from 0.26 to 0.49 eV and resistivities 

greater than 10  -cm. The remaining samples were highly conducting and 

n-type, representing materials with large Gd concentrations and/or anneals 

under high Eu pressure. Although no specific relationship between transport 

and method of preparation has evolved, the results suggest conditions for the 

observation of n-type conductivity in EuS. 
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In the metallic region, our purpose was to try to understand and 

measure the exchange Interaction between free electrons and the localized 

spin of the rare earth Ion. The experiment consisted of measuring the 

resistivity. Hall effect, and thermoelectric power of EuS:Gd, GdS, 

LaS and YS single crystals as a function of temperature. The Hall effect and 

thermoelectric power yield the free carrier number and a rough measure of 

the Fermi energy Ep on the assumption that a simple parabolic band description 

Is valid, and that the dominant scattering mechanism Is known. An estimate 

of the effective mass can then be made. The temperature dependence of the 

resistivity can be analyzed to obtain a value for the exchange interaction 

ie 
.42 

41 I    . between the conduction electrons and the localized ionic spin.      This 

is accomplished with the use of the relation 

23 l^ 
o   « 2.7 x 10"4u (^—)S(S ♦ 1) -^ , (19) 

N EF 

where k , is the magnetic contribution at high temperatures, N is the number 

of magnetic ions/cc, u the effective mass ratio, and S the spin of the 

magnetic ion.   Because the thermoelectric power of the metals GdS and LaS 

was small and its variation with temperature complicated, so that no 

measure of u was possible, the analysis was made, therefore, by assuming a 

value of u ■ 1.   He expected to obtain large differences between lCmf in 

EuS:Gd and GdS and no magnetic effect in LaS, since the latter contains no 

localized spins other than accidental impurities.   The former two materials 

differ in that present evidence Indicates that the free carriers are s-llke 

In doped EuS and d-like In GdS.       These expectations were In part borne 

out by experiment, although the values for I    - quoted below must be regarded 

as rough estimates.   The results of our efforts and our conclusions concerning 
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these degenerately doped or metallic samples are discussed in the following 

paragraphs. 

3.4.1    Results 

Fig. 21 displays the temperature dependence of the resistivity for 

the three metals, GdS, LaS and YS.    Included also is the magnetic part of 

the resistivity, .m, of GdS which remains after impurity and lattice con- 

tributions, CJ and p.  respectively, have been subtracted.   The major features 

of the curves are: i) LaS and YS, which are non-magnetic but of the same 

structure and electronic configuration as GdS, exhibit a temperature depen- 
44 dence which follows the classic Bloch-Gruneisen form.     11) The magnetic 

part of the resistivity exhibits a small Increase near the Neel temperature 

(TN - 50oK) of this antiferromagnet. Ill) Impurity scattering {?, ■ 11>nT>0. ) 

is comparable and ^10   >>cm in all samples. 

From 1) we can Infer the Oebye temperatures, -Q, of 210oK for 

both LaS and YS.   o. for the isomorphic compound EuS derived from the lattice 
45 

specific heat     is 208oK.   Taking into account the differences in cubic axes 

and In mass of the metal-Ions for the different compounds, we obtain surpri- 

sing agreement between these values, particularly since o0 deduced from the 

two measurements tend. In general, to differ somewhat.       Furthermore, 

1) demonstrates the validity of writing the expression 

o{T) • ci ♦rL(T) ♦ C(B(T). (20) 

which Is necessary to deduce o_. Here it is assumed that ^ is Independent 

of T and o. follows a Grunelsen curvature. 
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(n - 2.5 x 1(rU cm J) and x =  .02 (n = 1.5 x TO1  cm J) 

as a function of temperature. 
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Observation ii) is not as yet explained. The critical scattering 

42 
theory of De Gennes and Friedel  as well as refinements by Fisher and 

47 / 
Langer  do not predict a resistivity peak near the Neel temperature for 

metals in which kj-d ^1, where kr is the Fermi wave vector and d is the 

distance between spins. For the present sample of GdS this factor is 

2 1/3 
(Sir n)  d = 3.8 where n is the carrier concentration as measured by the 

48 
Hall effect. The work of Maranzana,  which attempts to solve the Kondo 

problem in a concentrated spin lattice above the ordering temperature, pre- 

dicts a peak in the resistivity near the Neel temperature, but the latter 

theory is at variance with the fact that a magnetic field (in this case the 
. 49 

local exchange field) acting on the spins tends to quench the Kondo effect. 

It should be pointed out, however, that experimental observations similar to 

50 
ours have been made in other antiferromagnetic metals, notably, Dy and Er. 

The Hall effect measured at 300oK in LaS and as a function of temperature in 

GdS is consistent with one electron per rare earth ion. From the Hall effect 

22 -3 22 -3 
we derive carrier concentrations of 3.0 x 10 cm  and 2.5 x 10 cm  for 

GdS and LaS respectively, while the density of id and La ions is 

2.0 x 1022cm"3 and 2.3 x 1022cm"3. 

The analysis is similar for the degenerately doped Eu,    Gd S samples 

but we were able to extract a »^je for u since, in addition to the other 

transport measurements, the temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient, 

ä, was obtained.    The results for two samples varying in carrier concentration 

by one order of magnitude are shown in Fig. 22.    a varies approximately linearly 

with T from room temperature down to the transition temperature.    There is 

an anomaly near T   and a change in slope below T .    Non-linearities at the 

lowest temperatures may be due to thermal emf's characteristic of the sample 

holder.     We may, to first order in kT/En, use the expression for the Seebeck 
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51 coefficient 

■0245Ix (21) 
EF(e.V.) 

where Ep is the Fermi energy and x is defined by o(E) = constant Ex 

where a = 1/p is the conductivity.    For the special case that the electrons 
3+S S are described by a parabolic band x = -jr-, where j is the energy dependence 

of the relaxation time.    If we, furthermore,   neglect the variation with 

energy of all factors in o(E) other than T  (E) and T.(E) (the spin disorder 

and impurity scattering relaxation times respectively), both of which vary as 

E-l/2   42,52 then x _ ^53    From this we obta.n ^ ^Q5 ^ for ^ Gd:EuS 

sample containing 1.5 x 10     electrons/cc and Er ^.2 eV for the sample with 
20 2.5 x 10     carriers/cc.    Since kT ^.025, the analysis is not valid for the 

former (which accounts for the deviations of linearity near room temperature), 

but is a fair approximation for the more highly doped sample.    If we set 
n       I/O "h    It 

kp = (Sir n) '    and substitute Er =       F. the result is obtained that u ^.65. 

This is a relatively small mass and suggests a broad band of electrons.    The 

implications are far reaching.    If the results of these admittedly crude 
54 approximations are valid, it is difficult to invoke a magnetic polaron model 

to explain the giant magnetoresistance found in the low dopant concentration 
22 range for these materials.       The existence of magnetic polarons depends 

critically on the existence of a relatively narrow («1 eV) band of states. 

In order to verify our value for u, we have analyzed infrared re- 
55 19 flectivity data     taken on an EuS sample self-doped to 4.2 x 10     electrons 

-3 2 -1      -1 cm     and having a Hall mobility ^17 cm   volt   sec    .    A theoretical fit to 

the data was obtained with the use of classical free carrier dispersion 
56 expressions for the polarizability     and the results are shown in Fig. 23. 
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-14 
The parameters giving the best fit were u = .45, T = 3 x 10  sec and the 

high frequency dielectric constant L^ = 3.8. The values for u derived 

from the reflectivity and thermoelectric power data are in satisfactory 

agreement and indicate broad band behavior, E = 3,8 should be compared 

with the result of 5 + .6 inferred from reflectivity data on the pure insulating 

57 
material. 

The value obtained for t requires further scrutiny.     If we sub- 

stitute the value for the room temperature resistivity of the GdrE'iS, as 

shown in Fig. 24, into the expression 

_    I    _   mu /,,» 
P =  = —-y- (22) 

Ney     Ne T 

where e is the electronic charge and M the mobility we obtain T = 7.3 x 10 

sec.    This value is smaller by a factor of ^4 and not consistent with the 

reflectivity fit.    Since we had assumed that the dominant energy dependence 

T(E)aE" ' , the T describing the infrared data might be expected to be 

smaller than the static one.    Two explanations of the difference suggest 

themselves.    First, the dispersion relation used in the fit did not include 

lattice dispersion whose contribution in the spectral region of interest may 
57 be considerable.       Second, a quantitative comparison of a self-doped EuS 

19 sample containing ^4.2 x 10     carriers/cc with the Gd doped EuS sample con- 
20 taining 2.5 x 10     carriers/cc may not be entirely justified. 

The temperature dependence of p shown in Fig. 24 yields, with the 

use of Eq. 20, a magnetic contribution which is flat near room temperature 

(P   » 3.7 x 10" Q-cm) and rises to a value <3 times larger near the ferro- 
Oft 

magnetic ordering temperature, T   = 50K.    This behavior is well explained by 
42 the theories of spin disorder and critical scattering.       In fact, substi- 
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tution Into Eq. 19 yield Ic.f(Eu 9JM 03S)    .07 and Ic.f(GdS)    .03 eV, where 

u = 1 has been assumed for the latter calculation.    These results are in 

order of aignltude agreement with Independent measurements of J In con- 

nection with the metal Insulator transition In EuO (See Sect. 3.3 of this 

report). 

In conclusion we would like to stress that, according t3 the 

given experimental results and calculations based upon the assumption of « 

simple parabolic band, the exchange energy between conduction electrons and 

localized spins Is of the same order of magnitude In GdS and EuS.   This 

result Is unexpected, since the atomic values for I^, .25 Id_f and. as 

mentioned earlier, the conduction band of GdS as seen with photoemission. 

Is d-llke.   Our results Indicate the opposite trend, for example 

I (Eu 97Gd QJS) -2 I (GdS).   A natural explanation may be found In the fact 

that observation. In general, Is a function of the experiment.    Thus, whereas 

photoemission Is most sensitive to the highest density of states when electrons 

occupy overlapping bands, transport favours the most mobile carriers.    It 

Is, therefore, conceivable that In photoemission experiments in GdS 

primarily d-llke electrons are observed and In transport s-llke electrons. 

It Is also clear from the results that the effective mass of tht 

dominant carriers In 6d:EuS Is smaller than the free electron mass.   As 

we have stated earlier, this observation makes a magnetic polaron model 

an unlikely candidate to explain the very large resistivity peak near the 

magnetic ordering temperature In the doped rare earth sulfide and selenlde 

systi 
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